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Interim Report for the Audit of SFPD’s Handling of 
Officer Misconduct



Why We Did This Report
◆ DPA has a Charter mandate to audit 

SFPD’s handling of misconduct. 
◆ Interim reports bring significant matters 

to the attention of SFPD and the Police 
Commission before the final report is 
completed. 
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Report Overview
◆Key Issue 1: SFPD lacks written criteria 

for holding discipline in abeyance, 
which may lead to subjective and 
arbitrary decisions.

◆Key Issue 2: SFPD does not have time 
frames for resolving appeals of 
intended disciplinary actions, which can 
delay accountability and create 
perceptions that the process is unfair.
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Issue 1: SFPD lacks written criteria for holding 
discipline in abeyance, which may lead to subjective 
and arbitrary decisions.
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◆ From 2019 to 2021, SFPD suspended 126 officers; 
SFPD held suspensions for 14 (11%) of them in 
abeyance.

◆ SFPD policies do not define abeyance or describe 
when it is appropriate.

◆ This may lead to subjective decision-making and 
introduce arbitrariness into the department’s 
discipline process.



Other jurisdictions have guidance on holding 
discipline in abeyance.

The Albuquerque Police Department has criteria on 
when, and for how long, it can hold discipline in 
abeyance.
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Issue 2: SFPD does not have time frames for 
resolving appeals of intended disciplinary actions, 
which can delay accountability and create 
perceptions that the process is unfair.
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Other jurisdictions attach time frames to their 
appeals processes.

◆The amount of time between when the 
misconduct occurred to the imposition of 
sanctions can affect employees’ opinions about 
fairness.

◆The City of Los Angeles and Long Beach Police 
Department both have specific time frames for
administrative appeals.
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Opportunities To Address These Issues
◆ SFPD's lack of written criteria for holding 

discipline in abeyance and lack of set completion 
time frames for Chief’s hearings provide the 
department with opportunities to improve its 
procedures.

◆ Establishing clear criteria and time frames may 
help SFPD create a more transparent, consistent, 
and efficient discipline process. 
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Audit Next Steps

DPA will issue a full audit report that assesses 
whether SFPD handles and reports on allegations 
of misconduct, including officer bias, effectively 
and efficiently.



Questions?
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